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GENERALIZED INDUCTIVE LIMIT TOPOLOGIES
AND BARRELLEDNESS PROPERTIES

WOLFGANG RUESS

For a locally convex space (X, τ) and an increasing sequence
(Au)veN of convex, circled subsets of X the generalized induc-
tive limit topology related to {X, τ) and (Av)veN is defined to
be the finest locally convex topology on X agreeing with τ on
the sets Av, vβN. Several results on the classification and
the inheritance properties of various types of barrelledness
and their evaluable analogs are shown to be consequences
only of a few basic properties of such an inductive limit
topology and, in this way, are deduced and extended in a
unified manner.

Introduction. In recent years several types of barrelledness
and their respective inheritance properties have been considered, cf.
[4-7], [14], [19-21] and [23-30]. The methods of the proofs of these
various results are rather different. It is the primary object of
this paper to develop a unified approach to a great part of the
quoted results and, simultaneously, to present some natural exten-
sions. This is essentially done by showing that, after all, these
results are "generalized inductive limit results" in the sense of
Garling [9].

The central notions are that of an absorbent sequence J^f = (Av)ueN

of subsets Av of a locally convex space (X, τ) and the associated
generalized inductive limit topology rj^\

DEFINITION. Let (X, r) be a locally convex space with topology τ.
( 1 ) An increasing sequence (Au)veN of convex, circled subsets

of X is called absorbent (resp. bornivorous) if every x e X (resp.
every bounded subset of X) is absorbed by Av for some v e N (see
[5]).

( 2 ) If J%f= (Av)veN is any increasing sequence of convex, circled
subsets of X then we denote by η^ the finest locally convex topology
on X agreeing with r on the sets Av for every v e N. (In case
j^f — (Av)veIS is an absorbent sequence in X the topology rj^ has been
investigated in great detail by Garling [9] and Roelcke [16].)

We shall be concerned with the following classes of locally convex
spaces: A locally convex space (X, τ) is said to be of type

(1) Baire-like ((lb) b-Baire-like) if it is not the union of an
absorbent (bornivorous) sequence of nowhere dense subsets of X;

(2 ) quasi-Baire ((2b) b-quasi-Baire) if it is barrelled (evaluable)
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and not the union of an absorbent (bornivorous) sequence of nowhere
dense linear subspaces of X;

(3) barrelled ((3b) evaluable) if every (bornivorous) barrel is a
neighbourhood of zero in X;

( 4) ^o'barrelled ((4b) #0-evaluable) if every (bornivorous) barrel
which is the countable intersection of convex, circled, closed neigh-
bourhoods of zero, is itself a neighbourhood of zero in X;

(4*) (L) ((4b*) (Lb)) if for every absorbent (bornivorous) sequence
J ^ = (Aχey in X we have η^ = τ;

(5 ) σ-barrelled ((5b) σ-evaluable) if every σ(Xr, X) - (β{X\ X) -)
bounded sequence in Xr is equicontinuous;

(6) (C) ((6b) (Cb)) if every σ(X', X) - (β(X'f X)-) bounded
subset of X' is relatively-<7(X', X)-countably compact;

( 7) (S) ((7b) (Sb)) if every (β(X\ X)-bounded) σ(X', X)-Cauehy-
sequence in X' is σ(Xr, X)-convergent;

(8) (LC) ((8b) (LCb)) if for every absorbent (bornivorous)
sequence j y = (A,)v6iV in X we have ^ : / c r ( I , X'), where r(X, X')
is the Mackey topology on X;

(9) (B) if for every absorbent sequence J%f= (AχeN in X we
have Ύjj, c τb, where τb is the associated bornological topology for
(X, T).

For the classes (n), ne{l9 •••, 7}, see [19]; the classes (4*), (4b*),
(8) and (8b) have been introduced in [18]; for the class (5b) cf. [5];
the new classes (nb), n e {1, 2, 6, 7}, are the "evaluable analogs" of
the respective spaces of type (n), n e {1, 2, 6, 7}. Together with the
classes (8) and (9) they are the natural supplement of Saxon's classifi-
cation [19] of locally convex spaces: results about the properties (n)
turn out to be consequences only of results about the respective
properties (nb), n e {1, , 8} and property (B). This leads to natural
and simplified proofs of classification- and inheritance-results related
to Saxon's scheme of barrelledness properties.

Section 1 contains some basic properties of our classification
scheme. In §§ 2 and 3 we develop the technique which enables us
to deduce the countable-codimensional inheritance properties of the
types of barrelledness given above in a unified manner as "generalized
inductive limit results". Section 4 contains a new characterization
of barrelled (resp. evaluable) spaces by a Banach-Steinhaus property
related to absorbent (resp. bornivorous) sequences. In § 5 there are
given various general examples of classes of spaces of the above
scheme.

As for the notation we generally follow Horvath's text [12].
The notion "absorbent sequence" (resp. "bornivorous sequence") is
abbreviated by "(as)" (resp. "(bs)"). Throughout this paper linear
topological spaces are assumed to be hausdorff. The notion "locally
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convex linear topological space" is abbreviated by "l.c.s.".
A convex and circled subset of a linear space is called a disk.

A bounded disk B in an l.c.s. (X, τ) is called completing, if (XB, qB)
is a Banach space, where (XB, qB) is the linear span of B in X endowed
with the norm qB, qB being the Minkowski functional of B with respect
to XB. An l.c.s. (X, τ) is called Mackey-complete if every bounded
and closed disk in (X, r) is completing.

If (X, τ) is an l.c.s. then we denote by ^ r the filter of τ-
neighbourhoods of zero. A disk U in (X, τ) is called y$0-barrel if
it is absorbing in X and if there exists a sequence {UXBN of closed
disks Uve^/7 such that U= ΓLe* U>.

1* Classification results* Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and ,s#' = (AχeK

an (as) in X. The following results about η^ will be needed (cf.
[9], [16]):

(la) A τ-bounded subset of X is ^-bounded if and only if it is
absorbed by some Av; (1b) rj^ does not change if any Au is replaced
by Au; (1c) If vis/ is metrizable then η^ — τ and Av is a neighbour-
hood of zero for sufficiently large v; (Id) rj^ has a neighbourhood-
base of zero consisting of y$0-barrels in (X, τ); if, in addition, (AJ)ueN

is a (bs) in (X, r), then rj^ has a neighbourhood-base of zero consisting
of bornivorous ^-barre l s in (X, τ); (le) If for any λ, μ e N there
exists v e N such that Aλ + Aμ a Av9 then an absorbing disk V in X
is an η ̂ -neighbourhood of zero as soon as Vf] An is a τ | A%-neigbour-
hood of zero for every n e N.

LEMMA 1.1. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and let (AχeN be an (as) in
X consisting of closed sets. Then every bounded and completing
disk B of X is absorbed by some A».

This follows from the fact that (XB, qB) is a Banach space,
(AVΓ\ XB)»eN is an (as) of closed sets in (XBt qB) and hence one of
the Av Π Xz/s is a neighbourhood of zero in (XB, qB). This argument
and Examples 1.1 and Corollary 1.5 below show, that, as far as B
is concerned, it suffices to assume that (XB, qB) be barrelled.

LEMMA 1.2. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s.
(1) (X, τ) has property (B) if and only if every (as) of closed

sets in X is a (bs) in X. In particular, every l.c.s. (X, τ) such
that (XB, qB) is barrelled for every closed, bounded disk B in X has
property (B).

( 2 ) // (X, τ) has property (Sb) then it has property (LCb).

((1) extends Cor. 1 in [5], Cor. 2.4 in [19] and Thm. 6 in [25],
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see Lemma 6.3 in [18].)

Proofs. (1) is a consequence of results (la) and (lb) and of the
remarks following Lemma 1.1. (2): Assume that (X, τ) has (Sb) and
let j y = (AXe/v be a (bs) in X. If we denote by cpl ̂ X' the com-
pletion of X' = (X, τ)' with respect to the topology of uniform con-
vergence on the sets Av, veN, then by [16] Thm. 7.1, (X, η^)' —
cpl ^X'. But by assumption and by the general result [13], § 18,4(4)
on the inheritance of the convergence of Cauchy filters we have
cpl ^X' = X'.

Taking into account the results of [18] and [19] it is now clear
that every space of type (n) (resp. (nb)) is of type (n + 1), ne
{1, , 8} (resp. ((n + 1)6), ne{l, , 7}). Moreover, every space of
type (4) (resp. (4b)) is of type (4*) (resp. (4b*)). None of the converse
inclusions holds. This is shown by the examples in § 5.

Lemma 1.2 yields:

COROLLARY 1.3. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. for which there exists
a sequence (BJ)ueN of bounded subsets such that \JV&]SBV is absorbing
in X. If (X, τ) has property (B), then (X, τ) has a fundamental
sequence of bounded subsets.

For the case of a barrelled space this has been proved by Valdivia
(see Corollary. 2.6 of [25]).

Clearly every space of type (n) is of type (nb), ne{l, -—,8}.
Examples 1.2 below show that none of the converse inclusions is
valid. But we do get the following general result which shows the
special character of property (B):

LEMMA 1.4. // (X, τ) is an l.c.s. of type (nb) (resp. of type
(4b*)) and has property (B), then it is of type (n) (resp. of type (4*)),
ne{l, ..-,8}.

This follows from result (lb) and Lemma 1.2 (1).
The following examples, in a certain sense, justify the introduction

of δ-Baire-like spaces:

EXAMPLES 1.1. Every metrizable l.c.s. is b-Baire4ike.

Proof. If (X, τ) is metrizable and J*f= (AχeN a (bs) in X,
then η^ = r, for (X, τ) has property (Lb) ([18] Examples_ 6.2, (3)).
In particular, η^ is metrizable. Hence, by result (lc), Au is a τ-
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neighbourhood of zero for some v e N.
In [19] Saxon proved the following proposition: A metrizable

l.c.s. is Baire-like if and only if it has property (S) (Theorem 27 of
[19]). As an easy consequence only of Lemma 1.4 there can be given
the following extension of this result:

COROLLARY 1.5. If (X, τ) is a b-Baire-like l.c.s. then (X, τ) is
Baire-like if and only if it has property (B).

By Examples 1.1 and Examples 5.6 and 5.7 of § 5 this corollary
also extends Proposition 6.8 of [18]. Moreover, the concepts "6-Baire-
like" and property "B" seem to be the natural setting of this result.

Another property of metrizable l.c.s. is also a consequence of the
fact that these spaces are &-Baire-like:

PROPOSITION 1.6. Any b-Baire-like (DF)-space is normable.

(It should be noted here that an evaluable (DF)-space is in
general not bornological.)

Corollary 1.5 yields the following Examples 1.2: Every non-
barrelled metrizable l.c.s. is of type (nb) for all ne{l, « ,8}, but
not of type (n) for any ne{l, , 9}.

2Φ Basic results on generalized inductive-limit topologies* The
first lemma will yield one of the main tools for the techniques of
this paper (Theorem 2.4 below). On the other hand, it also contains
fundamental results of the papers [5] ([5], Theorem, 2) and [25]
([25], Lemma 1) as special cases.

LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a linear space and p1 and ρ2 locally convex
linear topologies on X such that ftCft. Let (BJ)veN be an (as) in X
and let (au)ueNc:R+ such that av ^ oίv+1, veN. If for any sequence
(Uv)uBN of disks Uue^Pl the set U= ΠUwίETI, + ocvBv) is a pz-neigh-
bourhood of zero, then we have:

If ^ is any ρ2-Cauchy filterbase on \JveNBu then the filterbase
jr+ %/Pi = {F + U\Fe^ Ue^Pl} induces a ρrCauchy filterbase
on (1 + ocn)Bn for some neN.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s., let A be a linear sub-
space of X and Stf'= (Av)v6iv (in (as) in A. Assume that A has property
(Hj,): Every sequence (al\eN in Ar with the property that for every
neN there exists v(n) e N such that (af

μ)μ^[n) c A°n is equicontinuous.
Then:
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Jw particular, the conclusion holds if A is σ-barrelled (σ-evaluable)
and (Av)ueN is any (as) ((bs)) in A, or if A is sequentially-barrelled
in the sense of [28], (Bu)ueN is an (as) in A and Au — vBv.

This is essentially Theorem 2.1 of [6] and Theorem 2 in [5].

COROLLARY 2.3. Let s^f — (AχeN be an increasing sequence of
disks in an l.c.s. (X, τ). Then we have:

If ^~ is any rj^-Cauchy filterbase on \J^N Au, then the filterbase
, c / induces an η^-Cauchy filterbase on nAn for some neN.

THEOREM 2.4. Let sf— {Av)veN be an increasing sequence of
disks in an l.c.s. (X, τ) and let A = span i\J^NAv). Then we have:

(1) A ^ = U e , ^
( 2 ) //, in addition, every A» is closed, then A is rj^-closed and

every (algebraic) complement B of A is a topological complement
with respect to rj:V and η^\B — pB, where pB denotes the finest locally
convex topology on B.

REMARKS 1. Lemma 1 of [25] is a special case of Lemma 2.1.
Direct consequences of Corollary 2.2 are the following two results
(Corollary 2b and Corollary 2c of [5]):

(a) In a σ-barrelled (<τ-evaluable) l.c.s. the union of an (as)
((bs)) of closed sets contains a barrel.

(b) A cr-barrelled (σ-evaluable) l.c.s. is complete whenever it
contains an (as) ((bs)) of complete sets.

These results will be needed in §§ 4 and 5.
Let us note here that result (b) (and thus Corollary 2.2) is false

if X is no longer supposed to be σ-barrelled but only to be of type
(C): Examples 5.4 in § 5 show that the weak dual of an infinite-
dimensional (F)-space has property (C). But such a space has a (bs)
of compact sets without being complete.

2. Theorem 2.4 is an easy consequence of Corollary 2.3. This
corollary, moreover, also yields the following result: If J%f= (AJ^^
is an (as) in an l.c.s. (X, τ), then (X, ηj) is complete if and only if
Άv is τ-complete for every veN. Thus the conclusion of proposition
(lb) above also holds true in case X has property (L) ((Lb)). This
in particular yields the well known result that the strict inductive
limit of an increasing sequence of complete l.c.s. is complete.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. (The proof is a modification of the one given
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for Theorem 1 in [15].) Assume on the contrary that there exist
sequences (FXBN, Fve^, and (UXGNf TJve^Pι and Uv a disk, such
that (Fv + Uu) Π (1 + av)B» = 0 . Since the set U = fie*(Uv + a»Bu)
is a ^-neighbourhood of zero, there exists Fe^~ such that F—Fa U.
Let xeF; then there exists neN such that xeBn. Hence Fax Λ-
UaBn + Un + anBn = (1 + αΛ)SΛ + Σ7Λ and thus F Π Fn = 0, which
is a contradiction.

Proof of Corollary 2.2. Let ε > 0 and x e{JpePf Av. In the no-
tation of Lemma 2.1 let X = A, ft = σ(A, A'), p2 = τ\A, Bu = Av, av = ε
and ^"=(i» + ̂ r ) n Uveiv-Ap. Then Lemma 2.1 completes the proof for
the case σ-barrelied (σ-e valuable). For a proof of the general case
let U= f\μeN(Fμ + εAμ), where Fμ is a finite subset of A'. Since
Bμ = (Fμ + εA )̂° is a compact absorbing disk in a finite-dimensional
space, there exists a finite subset Eμ c 2JB̂  c 2((ΓFμ) Π (εA )̂0) such
that Bμ c ΓJ^, and thus (2 U^e* JS;)0 c U. By (HJ), the set U β̂,γ Eμ

is equicontinuous.

Proof of Corollary 2.3. Let A = span (UU v A,). In the notation
of Lemma 2.1 let X = A, ft = ρ2 = η^ \ A, B» = vA» αv = 1.

The next theorem contains the key result for the consideration
of the evaluable classes of our classification scheme:

NOTATION. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and let & be any family of
bounded disks in X. Then τ& denotes the finest locally convex
topology on X such that the canonical embeddings κB\ (XBy qB) —>
X, Be&, are continuous.

τ& is the finest locally convex topology on X for which the sets
are bounded.

THEOREM 2.5. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and let A be a finite-
codimensional linear subspace of X, I = i 0 span {x19 , xn} (alge-
braically) for some linear independent set {xl9 , xn) c X. Let £@
be any family of bounded disks in X. Then we have: If (Au)ueN

is an (as) in A such that every B Π A, Be &, is absorbed by some
Av, then every Beέ% is absorbed by {Au + Γ{x19 •••, xn}) for some
veN.

Proof. It suffices to carry out a proof for the case codim A = 1.
Let 1 = 4 0 span {x} for some x e X\A. We define:

f) — the finest locally convex topology on X such that

η I (Av + Γ{x}) = τ \ {Av + Γ{x}) for every v e N .
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ηA = the finest locally convex topology on A such that rjA \AV = τ \ Au

for every v e N.
By assumption and result (la) we have: VA^{^\ A)^nA. Clearly

we have: η\AaηA. Corollary 1.1 of [26] yields: (τ | A)^nA = τ&\A.
Hence we know: ΎJ \ A c τ& \ A. We now show: (*) η c τ&.

Let U be a convex, circled ^-neighbourhood of zero in X, which,
by result (Id), can be assumed to be τ-closed. We know already
that U Π A is a τ& \ A-neighbourhood of zero.

Case 1. A is τ^-dense in X. Then, since U=
U is a ^-neighbourhood of zero.

Case 2. A is r^-closed. Then U Π A + .Γ{#} is a r^-neighbour-
hood of zero. But U absorbs UΓlA + Γ{x}, hence ί7 itself is a
τ^-neighbourhood of zero. Thus we have shown (*). This means
that the sets S e ^ are ^-bounded. Thus, by result (la), every
ΰ e ^ is absorbed by some (Au + Γ{x}).

Finally, the following result will be needed later on:

LEMMA 2.6. Let (X, τ) be a hausdorff linear topological space
and let rj be a linear topology on X which is finer than τ. Then
we have: If A is a τ-closed subset of X such that r] \ A = τ \ A and
B is an η-compact subset of X, then rj \ (A + B) = τ | (A + B).

(This generalizes the fact that, under the assumptions of the
lemma, η and τ coincide on ^-compact subsets of X.)

The proof of Lemma 2.6 is a consequence of the following ob-
servation: Let (X, τ) be a hausdorff topological space and let (xr)rer
be a net in X. If there is an x e X which is an accumulation point
of every subnet of (# r ) r e Γ , then {xr)r&r converges to x. If, given
the situation described in Lemma 2.6, {xr)r&r is a net in A + B which
is τ-convergent to x e A + B, then, by the ^-compactness of B, the
argument above applies to η and x.

3. Inheritance properties* In this section we are concerned
with the inheritance of properties (n), n e {1, * ,9}, and (nb), ne
{1, •••, 8}, by linear subspaces of countable codimension.

First let us list some other permanence properties which will be
needed later on:

Properties (n), (nb), n e {3, 4, 5, 7, 8}, (4*) and (4b*) are inherited
by locally convex final topologies, hence by inductive limits, direct
sums, quotients and products. (As for the conclusion for products
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see [3].)
Properties (n) and (nb) for n e {1, 2} are, in general, not inherited

even by countable inductive limits: Examples 5.2 of § 5 include a
(Ptak, nuclear) regular (LB)-space which is not 6-quasi-Baire.

As for products, however, there is the following positive result:
Every product of b-Baire-like resp. b-quasi-Baire l.c.s. is b-Baire-
like resp. b-quasi-Baire.

(This is a consequence of Theorem 2.9 of [19] and the following
two results.)

If (X, τ) is a ^-barrelled (σ-evaluable) l.c.s. such that its com-
pletion is Baire-like resp. quasi-Baire, then (X, τ) is Baire-like resp.
quasi-Baire (6-Baire-like resp. 6-quasi-Baire). (This is a variant of
Corollary 2.d. of [5].)

If a dense linear subspace A of an l.c.s. (X, τ) has any of the
properties (n), (nb), n e{l, , 5}, then so does X. In particular, the
completion of an l.c.s. of type (nb) is of type (n), ne{l, •••, 5} (see
Lemma 1.4).

In general, none of the properties of our classification scheme
is inherited by (closed) linear subspaces. Yet there can be obtained
positive results in the countable-codimensional case. These will now
be derived in a unifield manner as easy consequences of the results
in §2.

NOTATION. A linear subspace A of an l.c.s. (X, τ) is said to
have property (b) if for every bounded subset B of (X, τ) the
codimension of A in span {A U B] is finite (see [23], [30]).

If (X, τ) is an l.c.s. of type (B), then every closed linear subspace
of X of countable codimension has property (b). This follows from
Lemma 1.2 (1). For further comments on property (b) cf. [23], [29]
and [30].

THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and let A be a linear sub-
space of X of countable codimension.

(1) If X is of type (n), n e {1, , 9}, or {L}, then A is of the
same type.

(2) If A has property (b) and X is of type (nb), n e {1, , 8},
or (Lb), then A is of the same type.

(3) If X is of type (nb) (resp. (Lb)) and has property (B), then
A is of type (n) (resp. (L)), ne{l, « 8}.

Propositions (1) and (2) unify and extend the corresponding
results in [4], [7], [14], [19-20], [23-25], ]29-3o]. The cases (n),
n e {8, 9}, (4*), (nb), n e {1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8}, and (4b*) are new.

Proposition (3) is a consequence of (1) and Lemma 1.4.
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Theorem 4 of [23] is a special case of (3) for n = 4.
Since we want to prove somewhat more general results, the

proof of Theorem 3.1 will be carried out in two steps.

Case 1. A is closed.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. which is σ-barrelled
(tf-evaluable) or has property (L) ((Lb)). Let A be a closed linear
subspace of X (with property (b)) of countable codimension. Then
every complement B of A is a topological complement and carries
the finest locally convex topology.

For a σ-barrelled l.c.s. this is Theorem 1.1 of [19], Theorem 6
of [7] for a barrelled l.c.s. and Proposition 2 of [20] for Mackey
spaces with property (S).

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. of type (LC) ((LCb)) and
let A be a closed linear subspace of X (with property (b)) of countable
codimension. Let B be any complement of A and let ΎJ be the finest
locally convex topology on X such that η\A = τ\A.

(1) η is compatible with the dual pair (X, X') and (X, η) =
AQ)B is a topological decomposition with respect to rj and η\ B = pB>
where pB denotes the finest locally convex topology on B.

(2) Any extension of a continuous seminorm on A to a semi-
norm on X is r(X, X')-continuous.

(3) Any extension of a continuous linear functional on A to
a linear functional on X is continuous.

(For the special case of a space of type (S) (3) is Lemma 2 of
[20].)

Proof of Proposition 3.2. We prove the case codim A = ^ 0 .
Let (xXeN be a Hamel base for B. Then the sequence (A +
Γ{x^ , xJXeN is an (as) in X. If A has property (b), then, by Theorem
2.5, it is also a (bs) in X. Case (L) ((Lb)): Let η be the finest
locally convex topology on X agreeing with τ on A. Then, by
Lemma 2.6, we have: η\(A + Γ{x19 , xv}) = τ \ (A + Γ{x19 , xu})

for every v e N. Hence η = τ and Theorem 2.4 (2) completes the
proof for this case. Case tf-barrelled (σ-evaluable): In the foregoing
proof we replace τ by σ(X, X'). Then, again η \ (A + Γ{xly , xy}) —
σ(X, X')\(A + Γ{xly •••, xu}) for every veN. By result (Id) η has
a neighbourhood base of zero consisting of (bornivorous) fc^-barrels
in (X, σ(X, X')). Hence, by assumption, σ(Xy X ' ) a η a τ . Again,
Theorem 2.4 (2) completes the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. We prove (1), the other assertions
follow easily. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, case (L) ((Lb)),
we get r] c τ(X, Xf). Theorem 2.4 (2) completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the above remark on property (b)
and by Lemma 1.4 we need only prove (1), case (B), and (2). (B)
has a straightforward proof. The cases (nb), ne{l, , 5}, and (4b*)
are consequences of Proposition 3.2 and the results quoted at the
beginning of this section. The cases (nb), n e {6, 7}, are proved in
a way similar to Proposition 3 in [14] by taking into account Propo-
sition 3.3 (3). Case (LCb): This property does not change if τ is
replaced by any other locally convex topology on X which is com-
patible with the dual pair (X, X'). Hence, with the notations and
definitions of Proposition 3.3, (X, η) has property (LCb) and thus
(A, τj\A) = XIB has this property. But rj j A is compatible with the
dual pair (A, A').

Case 2. A is dense in X:

LEMMA 3.4. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and A a dense linear subspace
of X such that for every (as) (resp. (bs)) (Aχey in A. (Aχey is an
(as) (resp. a ((bs)) in X. Then we have:

(1) // (X, τ) is of type (n), ne{l, •••, 9}\{7}, or (L) (resp. of
type (nb), ne{l, •••, 8}\{7}, or (Lb)), then A is of the same type.

(2) //, in addition, codim A <Ξ ̂ 0 , then A is of type (S) (resp.
(Sb)), whenever X is of this type.

Theorem 3.1 now follows from the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and A a linear subspace
of X of countable codimension.

(1) // (X, τ) is of type (LC) and (AχeN is an (as) in A, then
(Au)ueNis an (as) in A.

(2) // XX, τ) is of type^ (LCb), if A has property (b) and if
(A,χeN is a (bs) in A, then (AχeN is a (bs) in A.

Proposition 3.5 (1) yields the following extension of Lemma 3
of [20] and Theorem 5 of [29]:

Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. with property (LC) and let (Aχey be an
increasing sequence of closed disks in X. Let A — span (Uvev AJ).
Then we have: If codim A <; ^ 0 , then A is closed.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. We prove (Lb). (L), (LC) and (LCb) can
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be proved analogously. As for (2), see the proof of Proposition 2
in [21]. The other proofs are straightforward. Case (Lb): Let
(AχeN be a (bs) in A and h a seminorm on A such that h\Au is
continuous for every v e N. Let hλ be a seminorm-continuation of
h to X. By Theorem 3.4 of [18], there exists for every veN a
continuous semi-norm kv on X such that | (ht — k^){α) | < v~γ for all
αG^l v. This shows that (&v)veiV is a Cauchy sequence with respect to
the topology of uniform convergence on the sets Av, veN, and thus
also on the sets Av. Since, by assumption, (Av)ueN is a (bs) in X
and X h a s property (Lb), Corollary 3.6 of [18] yields that the sequence
(K)»eN converges to a continuous seminorm k on X with respect to
the topology of uniform convergence on the sets A,, v e N. It is
easy to see that k\A = h.

Proof of Proposition 3.5 (2). We prove the case codim A = fc$0.
Let {x^)veN be a Hamel base of a complement of A and let (AχeN

be a (bs) in A. Denote by η the finest locally convex topology on
X agreeing with τ on the sets AVJ veN. By Theorem 2.5, the
sequence (A,, + Γ{xlf •••, xv-$)v&N is a (bs) in X; by Lemma 2.6 we
have: 171 (A + Γfo, , ^-J) = r | (4, + Γfo, , xu^}), hence, by
assumption, η is compatible with the dual pair (X, X'). Theorem
2.4 (1) yields: A = \JυBNvAy. So ( i u ) ^ is an (as) of closed sets in
A. Since (Au + Z 7 ^ , aV-JXe* is a (bs) in X and, by Lemma 1.1,
every compact disk is absorbed by an (as) of closed sets, we conclude
that (Av)uey itself is a (bs) in A.

Other applications of Lemma 3.4 are the following:
1. If A is a linear subspace of an l.c.s. (X, τ) such that every

bounded subset of X is contained in the closure of a bounded subset
of A, then the assumptions of Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled. This yields
an extension of Proposition 6.2, Ch. 1 of [21].

2. Webb ([29], Theorems 9 and 10) proves that under the ad-
ditional hypothesis that X' — X+, the space of all sequentially con-
tinuous linear functionals on X, the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 (2) is
valid for subspaces A such that codim A ^ ^ 0 in cases "evaluable"
and "^o-evaluable". f^ condition X' = X+ can be replaced by a
weaker one:

LEMMA 3.6. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and let & he any family of
bounded disks in X such that Πse ̂ B— X. Let Abe a linear subspace
of X and let (A,)^N be an (as) in A such that

( i ) codim A in span {A U E] is finite for every B e &.
(ii) every B Γi A, Be&, is absorbed by some Av.

Denote by rj the finest locally convex topology on X agreeing with τ
on the sets X, veN. Then we have:
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// X', endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on
the sets Be^?, is complete, then η is compatible with the dual pair

THEOREM 3.7. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. such that (X', /3(X', X)) is
complete. Let A be a linear subspace of X with property (b) and
such that codim A ^ fc$0. Then we have: If X is of type (nb),
ne{l, •••, 8}\{7}, or (Lb), then A is of the same type.

The cases n e {3, 4} extend Theorems 9 and 10 of [29]. (Observe
that there are complete (DF)-spaces such that X' Φ X+, [28] p. 361.)

Proof of Lemma 3.6. Let x* e (X, η)'. Then x* | Av is continuous
and thus also x* \ (Av + Γ{xL, , xn}) for any {x19 • • • ^ J c l But
by Theorem 2.5 every finite union (JΓ Bif Bt e &, is absorbed by such
a set. Hence, by assumption on X' and Grothendieck's completeness
theorem, x* e X'.

Proof of Theorem 3.7. If X_is of type (nb), ne{l, •••, 8}\{7},
or (Lb), then, by Theorem 3.1 (2), A is of the same type. Let (Au)veN

be a (bs) in A. Combining Theorem 2.4 (1) and Lemma 3.6 we see
that (AXeN is an (as) in A. Reasoning as in the proof of Proposition
3.5 (2) we conclude that (Au)veN is a (bs) in A. Thus A is a linear
subspace of A which fulfills the assumptions of Lemma 3.4.

4* A variant of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem*

NOTATION. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s.

( 1 ) We denote by C its cone of continuous seminorms, by σc

the topology of pointwise convergence on XG = G — C, and for every
A c X by A°c the set A°c = {h e C \ ha ^ 1 for every aeA} (see [18]).

( 2 ) If J ^ = (Au)ueN is an (as) in X we say that a filterbase ^
on X' (resp. on C) is ultimately j^-bounded if for every v e N there
exists F e ^ and a > 0 such that FaaAl (resp. Faa(Av)

0

o). A
net (hλ)λeΛ in X' (resp. in C) is said to be ultimately J^-bounded if
the associated filterbase ^— (Fx)XeA, where Fλ — {hr \ Ύ eΛ, X ^ 7},
is ultimately J^-bounded. ((2) is motivated by Definition 1 in [2].)

THEOREM 4.1. Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. The following assertions
are equivalent:

( 1 ) (X, τ) is barrelled (resp. evaluable).
(2) (i) (X, τ) carries the Mackey topology.

(ii) For every (as) (resp. (bs)) Szf — {AχeN in X we have: every
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ultimately Ssf-bounded σ(X', X)-Canchy net in X' is σ(X\ X)-con-
vergent.

( 3) For every (as) (resp. (bs)) Sf •=• (AχeN in X we have: every
ultimately J^-bounded σc-Cauchy net in C is σG-convergent.

Proof. (1)=>(2): Let J*f= (AχeN be an (as) (resp. (bs)) in X,
let (hr)reΓ be an ultimately J^-bounded σ(X', X)-Cauchy net in X'
and define for 7 e Γ Fr to be the set Fr = {hβ \ β e Γ, 7 ̂  β}. More-
over, let heX* be the σ(X*, X)-limit of (hr)reΓ. By assumption we
choose for every v e N an index Ύ(v) e Γ and ap> 0 such that Friv) c
avAl and Ύ(v) ̂  Ύ(V + 1), v e N. Let v e N. We have in particular:
Fΐiu) c aμA°μ for every μ ε N, μ ^ v. Hence: (i) Friu) c Π^v (^ί 1 ^) 0 =
( U ^ , ^ ί 1 ^ ) 0 = (Γ \J^, cc^Aμ)\ Let 5V = Γ \Jμ^ aμ'Aμ. Then
is an (as) (resp. (bs)) of closed sets in X. By (i) we have: (ii)
F*(U) aB*, where F*^ denotes the closure of Friu) in X* with respect
to <7(X*, X) and B? denotes the polar set of Bv in X*. This yields:

(iii) heΓ\reΓFr*czΓ[ueNFr*M(znveNB? = (\JueNBy)*. Since X is
barrelled (resp. evaluable) there is by [5], Corollary 2b (see Remark
l(a) following Theorem 2.4) a neighbourhood U of 0 in X such that
Ua\J^NBv. Hence: (iv) h<z(\Jv*NBv)* <z C7* - U\ i.e. ΛeJSΓ'.

The proof (2) => (1) is straightforward.
Taking into account results in [17], the proof of (1) <=> (3) is

essentially the same as for the implications (1) <=» (2).

The following is Definition 1 of [2]: Let (X, τ) be an l.c.s. and
W the filter of β(X', X)-neighbourhoods of zero in X'.

( i ) A net (x'r)rer i n -3Γ' is said to be ultimately bounded, if
for every WeW there is aeK and 7 0 e Γ such that x'reaW for
every 7 ^ 70.

(ii) (X, τ) is said to be an (ab)-space if it is a Mackey space
and if every ultimately bounded σ(X\ X)-Cauchy net in X' is
σ(X\ X)-convergent.

For the special case of (DF)-spaces Theorem 4.1 yields the follow-
ing result of Valdivia ([27] Theorem 1):

COROLLARY 4.2. An evaluable (DF)-spαcβ is an (ab)-spαcβ.

5* Examples* In this section there are specified for each
n e {2, , 9} classes of spaces which are of type (n) but not of type
{(n — 1)6) and spaces of type (L) which do not have property (Sb).

5.1. Quasi-Baire but not b-Baire like:

5.1(1) If (X, τ) is a reflexive (FG)-space ("countably-normed" in
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the sense of [10], see [8]), then (X', β(X', X)) is quasi-Baire.
5.1(2) The strong dual of a nonnormable metrizable l.c.s. is not

6-Baire-like.
In particular, if X=C%(K), K a compact subset of Rn ([22], p. 94),

then (X', β(X\ X)) is a Ptak-, nuclear, regular (LB)- (hence also ultra-
bornological (DF)-) space which is quasi-Baire but not 6-Baire-like
("Regular (LB)-space" in the sense of [8].)

(5.1(1) follows from Lemma 1.4 and the fact that (Xf, β(X', X))
is barrelled. 5.1(2) is a consequence of Proposition 1.6.)

5.2. Barrelled but not b-quasi-Baire. If the strong dual of a
metrizable l.c.s. X is 6-quasi-Baire, then there exists a continuous
norm on X. Hence, the strong dual of a distinguished metrizable
l.c.s. on which there exists no continuous norm is barrelled but not
δ-quasi-Baire. In particular, if X = C°°(Rn), then (X'9 β(X', X)) = g",
the space of distributions with compact support, is a Ptak-, nuclear,
regular (LB)- (hence also ultrabornological (DF)-) space which is not
δ-quasi-Baire.

5.3. The strong dual of a nondistinguished metrizable l.c.s. is
y$0-barrelled but not evaluable.

For examples of σ-barrelled but not fc$0-evaluable l.c.s. we refer
to [21].

5.4. (C) but not σ-evaluable.
5.4(1). If X is a reflexive (F)-space and η a locally convex

topology on Y = X' such that σ(X', X) c η c β(X', X), then (Y, η)
has property (C).

5.4(2). The weak dual of an infinite-dimensional (F)-space is not
tf-evaluable. (5.4(1) is a consequence of Smulian's theorem, cf. [13],
§§24.1(2) and 2(7); 5.4(2) follows from Corollary 2c of [5], see Remark
l(b) following Theorem 2.4.)

5.5. (S) but not (Cb). Let (X, τ) be a σ(X, X')-sequentially
complete (F)-space which is not reflexive, and let rj be a locally
convex topology on X' such that σ(X', X) c:? c τ(X', X). Then (X', η)
has (S) but not (Cb). So there are even complete Mackey spaces
which are of type (S) but not (Cb). As concrete examples let (X, τ) =
L\μ) or (X, τ) — ίL with the usual norm topologies.

5.6. (LC) but not (Sb). Let (X, τ) be a sequentially complete
l.c.s. which is not σ(X, X')-sequentially complete, and let η be a
locally convex topology on X' such that σ(X', X) o y c τ ( Γ , X).
Then (X;, η) has property (LC) but not (Sb). So there are even
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Mackey spaces with property (LC) (and thus with property (L))
but not (Sb). As concrete examples for (X, τ) let (X, τ) = C[0, 1]
or c0.

Proof. 1. Let Szf = (AXe/v be an (as) of closed sets in (X', rj)
and let U be any r-neighbourhood of zero. Then, by Lemma 1.1,
U° is absorbed by some Av. Hence, the topology σ^ of uniform
convergence on the sets Au9 veN, is finer than τ. Thus (X, σj) is
complete and, by Theorem 7 of [16], (X', rj) has property (LC). 2.
That (X', rj) does not have property (Sb) follows from Lemma 1.4.

5.7. (B) but not (LCb):
5.7(1). The weak dual of a barrelled l.c.s. has property (B).
5.7(2). The weak dual of a non complete metrizable and barrelled

l.c.s. does not have property (LCb).
As concrete examples let for any two metrizable barrelled l.c.s.

(X;, Tj), i e {1, 2}, (X, τ) — Xx®πX2, the 7Γ-tensor product of the spaces
(X,, T-). (See [11], 6 Example 1 and [1], § 2 Example 10.)

(5.7(1) is a consequence of Lemma 1.1. 5.7(2) follows from
Grothendieck's completeness theorem.)

Final remarks. In the following let & always denote a family
of bounded disks in an l.c.s. X which is directed upwards by inclusion
and whose elements cover X.

Define an (as) (Av)veN to be ^-bornivorous (abbrev. "(^-bs)") if
every Be& is absorbed by some Av. Then there is an obvious
common generalization of the spaces of the "barrelled type" and
of the "evaluable type" of our classification scheme to spaces of
the "^-barrelled type", the two former types corresponding to the
cases of ^ — all bounded and finite dimensional disks resp. ^ — all
bounded disks. Most of the classification- and inheritance-results of
this paper can be formulated for the spaces of this "^-barrelled"
type.

In particular, if we define an l.c.s. (X, τ) to be of type (LC^PO
if for every (,^-bs) S*f= (Av\eN we have ^ c r ( I , Γ ) , and if a
linear subspace A of X is said to have property (&) if codimspanuni?}-<:4.<
oo for every ΰ e ^ , then the general formulation of Theorem 2.5
yields the corresponding ^-versions of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition
3.5. This proposition for example will read then as follows:

3.5X. I/(X, τ) is of type ( L C ^ ) and if A is a linear subspace
of X of countable codimension and with property (&), then for
every (0 Π A — bs) (AJ)veN in A the sequence (Av)vBN is a (0 ΐ\ A —
bs) in A.
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This result and the class (LC^f) seem to be of special interest:
after this paper had been completed the author learned of the forth-
coming paper [31] of M. Valdivia1. On one hand Valdivia treats
the finite- (resp. countable-) codimensional inheritance problem for
spaces of type (nb) (resp. of type (n)), n e {3, 4, 5}, too. On the other
hand, one of the main objects of Valdivia is the inheritance of
Mackey-completeness of the dual of an l.c.s. with respect to the
topology σ& of uniform convergence on the sets B e &. Now, con-
cerning this kind of completeness we have the following result:

(X', σ J) is Mackey-complete if and only if (X, τ) has property
( * }

By means of this proposition some of the results of [31]-in
slightly extended versions- can be deduced from the corresponding
^-versions of our results in § 3: e.g. Proposition 3.5X above extends
Theorems 1 and 8 of [31]. An extended form of Theorems 5 and
13 of [31] is the following .^-version of Theorem 3.1 (1), cases (LC)
and (LCb):

If A is a linear subspace of (X, τ) of countable codimension and
with property (&), then A' is σyJf]A-Mackey'-complete whenever X' is
σ ^-Mackey-complete.

For the sake of completeness we add a proof of the necessity
part of Proposition (*) above: Let j y = (Av)veN be a {0 — bs) in X.

( i ) For every ΰ e ^ and every λ ei2+\{0} there exists v(B, λ) e N
such that XB c vAv for every v >̂ v(B, λ).

Let x* G X* such that x* | Av is continuous for every v e N. Then,
by (i), x* ecompletion σ.#X'. Moreover: for every veN there exists
x[ e X' such that | (x* — x[){a) | < v~* for every a e Av and thus:

(ii) I v(x* - x[)(va) \ < V1 for every a e A,. By (i) and [11, p. 225]
we conclude that {x[)v^N is Mackey-convergent to x* in complσ^X\
Hence, if (X', σ&) is Mackey-complete, we have x* e X'.
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